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2,739,634 
Patented Mar. 27, 1956 United States Patent Office 

2,739,634 
STRETCH-FORMING MACHINE 

Landora R. Gray, Manhattan Beach, and Harry P. Smith, 
Jr., Los Angeles, Calif., assignors to Richard Seifried, 
Playa De Rey, Calif. 

(Briginal application September 2, 1950, Seriai No. 
182,928, now Patent No. 2,632,493, dated March 24, 
1953. Divided and this application January 5, 1952, 
Seria Na. 265,122 

2 Claims. (Cl. 153-32) 

This invention relates to a machine for forming bends 
in elongated members while stretching said members 
so that the bent form is retained as imparted by the ma 
chine. This application is a division of our pending 
application, Serial No. 182,928, filed September 2, 1950, 
now Patent No. 2,632,493, dated March 24, 1953. 
An object of the present invention is to provide a hy 

draulically operated machine which, while quite large 
and heavily massive, embodies a novel application of 
hydraulic power that is simply and effectively applied to 
carry out stretch-forming of relatively heavy-sectioned 
work-pieces. 

Another object of the invention is to provide a stretch 
forming machine having swingable arms that adjustably 
carry tension-imparting units on the arms, and provided 
with a single hydraulic arm-actuating unit on a rearward 
extension of the base that mounts the arms, whereby con 
trolled power may be applied to swing said arms in unison 
during a stretch-forming operation. 
The invention also has for its objects to provide such 

means that are positive in operation, convenient in use, 
easily installed in a working position and easily discon 
nected therefrom, economical of manufacture, relatively 
simple, and of general superiority and serviceability. 
The invention also comprises novel details of construc 

tion and novel combinations and arrangements of parts, 
which will more fully appear in the course of the fol 
lowing description. However, the drawings merely show 
and the following description merely describes one em 
bodiment of the present invention, which is given by 
way of illustration or example only. 

In the drawings, like reference characters designate 
similar parts in the several views: 

Fig. 1 is a plan view, with one arm of the machine 
partly broken away, of a preferred embodiment of the 
invention. 

Fig. 2 is a front elevational view thereof. 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged and partial cross-sectional view 

as taken on line 3-3 of Fig. 2. 
Fig. 4 is a cross-sectional view as taken on 

of Fig. 3. - 
Fig. 5 is a horizontal sectional view, to the scale of 

Figs. 1 and 2, the same being taken on line 5-5 of Fig. 2. 
The machine that is illustrated comprises, generally, a 

base 10, a pair of bending arms 1 carried by said base 
on pivots 52, an arm-actuating assembly 13 carried by 
the base, a cross-head 4 movable along the base by as 
sembly 3, actuating links 15 connecting arms 11 and 
cross-head 4, a tension cylinder assembly 16 carried by 
each arm, and means 17 for effecting traverse of said 
assemblies to a desired location along each respective 
ar. 

The base 10 comprises a fabricated structure having 
a forward frame part 18 that is provided with a table 
top i9 in which are formed a plurality of key-receiving 
grooves 20 that extend transversely. The top 19 is wider 
than frame part 18 and, as best seen in Figs. 4 and 5, 
is provided with laterally extending bearing brackets 21 

line 4-4 
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for pivot pins 22. The base 10 is provided with an 
elongated rearwardly extending frame part 23 and the 
opposite side faces. 24 of frame parts 18 and 23 are 
preferably parallels with bearing brackets 21 extending 
laterally from said faces as seen in Figs. 4 and 5. 
Frame part. 18 is provided with a front wall 25 that 

encloses brackets 21 from the front, said wall also form 
ing part of the support for said brackets. Table top 
19 serves as a support for a die 26 around which a piece 
of stock 27 is bent, said die being adjustably positioned 
on the table top and locked in position by a key 28 in a 
selected groove 20. 
As will be seen from Fig. 3, frame part 23 is substan 

tially lower than part 18, the top of the former being 
provided with a slideway 29 along which cross-head 14 
noves. . . . . . . .: 

The arms 11 are alike and each is provided at one end 
with bearing ears 30 through which the respective pivot 
pins 22 extend. In this manner, the arms are mounted 
to swing, on their pivots between an aligned position 
transversely of the base 10 and a position parallel to each 
other and to the base sides 24. 
Each arm. It is provided with a top plate 31 that has 

a set of transverse key-receiving grooves 32 in the upper 
face thereof. Each arm, because of the large size thereof, 
is preferably fabricated of sheet stock, as best seen in 
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Fig. 5, and the same is formed with a longitudinal elon 
gated opening 33 extending through the arm and with 
a tapered groove 34 in the rear face of the arm and 
forming an extension of opening 33. On the forward 
face of each arm is provided forwardly extending brackets 
35, the same embodying a pivot 36. One end of each 
link 15 is connected to each respective pivot 36 and 
each link extends from the forward side of each arm 
through opening 33 therein, and is pivotally connected, 
at a pivot 37 to cross-head 14. It will be clear, therefore, 
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that opening 33 and tapered groove 34 of each arm co 
operate to provide clearance for link 4 during all 
positions of the arms on their pivots. The dot-dash 
line position of armi and link 14 shows such clearance 
when the arm is moved to parallelism with base sides 24. 
it will be noted that pivots 2, 36 and 37 never achieve 
a straight-line position although such a position is grad 
ually approached when arm 11 is swung to said dot-dash 
line position, therefore, movement of the cross-head 
14 will result in swinging movement of the arm as de 
sired. . . . . . . 

Arm-actuator assembly 13 can be controlled to move 
cross-head 14 in a manner to swing arms is as desired 
and depending on the resistance to bending of work 
piece 27. Said assembly extends from base wall 25 
rearward toward but short of slideway 29. Said as 
sembly comprises a cylinder 38 in which operates a piston 
39, the latter having a stem 40 that extends rearwardly 
through the end 44 of the cylinder and connects, by 
means of a pin 42, to cross-head 14. Fluid-pressure 
conducting pipes, 43 and 44 are connected to opposite 
ends of cylinder 38, it being evident that admission of 
pressure through one pipe will cause movement of the 
cross-head in one direction, and admission of pressure 
through the other pipe will cause reverse movement of 
the cross-head. 
The cross-head i4, as explained, is mounted to slide 

along slideway 29 under control of assembly 3 and it 
will be clear that such movement causes simultaneous 
swinging movement of both arms , either rearward or 
forward as desired. It will be seen from the present 
arrangement that uniform movement of the cross-head 
results in the arms 11 first swinging quite rapidly and then 
more slowly as the more straightened position of the 
pivots 12, 36 and 37 is approached. Thus, although the 
cross-head may be uniformly moved, the swing of arms 



3. 
11 is not uniform but progressively slower. Of course, 
the rate of swing of the arms may be controlled as de 
sired by suitably controlling the fluid flow to cylinder 38. 
The tension cylinder assemblies 16 are alike but op 

posite. Each assembly comprises, generally, a bracket 
45 mounted for adjustment along each respective arm 
11 on top plate 31 thereof, a key 46 serving to lock said 
bracket in a selected slot 32, a hydraulic cylinder 47 hav 
ing vertical trunnions 48 engaged with the bracket 45. 
to mount said cylinder to swing in a horizontal plane, 
a piston in said cylinder and having a stem 49 that ex 
tends outwardly of the cylinder in a direction toward 
the front of die 26 on table top 19 and a jaw or chuck 
50 on the projecting end of said stem. It will be clear 
that pressure fluid is adapted to project or retract chuck. 
50, the retracting movement of both chucks' effecting 
stretch of a work-piece 27 clamped by its ends in said 
chuck. 
The above-described tension cylinder assemblies 16 

are carried bodily by the respective swinging arms 11 
and are also swingable on trunnions 48 to assume an 
angular position relative to said arms during the process 
of stretching and bending a work-piece around die 26. 
Both jaws 50 may be simultaneously retracted, or only 

greater rate one may be retracted, or one retracted at a 
than the other, as desired. . . . . 

Since the vertically-spaced pivot pins 22 connect the 
vertically-spaced bearing ears 30 of arms. 11, the long 
pivotal bearings thus provided strongly resist any turns 
ing moment relative to the axes of said pivotal bears. 
ings that is set up by reason of the bending forces on 
work-piece 27 being above said bearings. It will be noted 
that trunnions 48 are rearwardly offset with respect to 
pivots 22 and the general longitudinal line of arms, 11. 
when the latter are aligned as in Fig. 1. Therefore, ten 
sion cylinders 16 are always on the die side of the arms. 
mounting them, and such rearward offset of units 16 
further minimizes any tendency of the arms to torsions. 
ally deflect under stretch forces set up in the machine. 
The means 17 is provided to obviate manual handling 

of assemblies 16 which, in larger machines, may be 
quite heavy. As shown, means 17 on each arm. 11 come. 
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aligned pairs of spaced ears fixedly extending laterally 
from each side of said base immediately adjacent the 
forward end thereof, axially aligned pivot pins extending 
between each pair of ears on each side of the base, an 
arm provided with vertically spaced ears connected with 
the pivot pins on each side of the base, each arm, thereby, 
being pivotally connected to vertically spaced upper and 
lower front portions of the base to hold said arms, in all 
pivotal positions thereof, against forces exerting a turn 
ing moment relative to the axes of the pivot pins on each 
side, a die supported on the base above and rearward 
the pivots, a support mounted on each arm, an article 
gripping and -tensioning unit pivotally mounted on said 
Support and above the same in general horizontal align 
ment with the mentioned die, and means carried by the 
base and connected to the arms to swing the latter be 
tween an aligned position transverse to the base and a 
position alongside of and parallel to the base to bend 
an article extending between said units around the die 
into a substantially U-shape, the forces exerted to bend 
said article being applied above the arms and pivots, cre 
ating the mentioned bending moment resisted by the 
vertically-spaced pivot pins, the vertical pivot mounting 
of each said unit or its respective arm being offset rear 
Wardly relative: to, the arms and the pivot pins thereof 
When said arms are in the mentioned aligned position, the 
line of pull on each unit, thereby, being offset relative 
to the arm carrying the same and in a direction toward 
the die. 
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prises a lead screw 51 releasably connected at 52 to 
bracket 45 and driven by an electric motor 53 through a 
suitable reduction gear unit 54. When key 46 is removed, 
the means i7 can be operated to move assembly 16 along 
arm it to a position desired. The key is then replaced 
to lock the position of said assembly. 

While the invention that has been illustrated and de 
scribed is now regarded as the preferred embodiment, the 
construction is, of course, subject to modifications with 
out departing from the spirit and scope of the invention. 
It is therefore not desired to restrict the invention to the 
particular form of construction illustrated and described, 
but to cover all modifications that may fall within the 
scope of the appended claims. . . . . 

Having thus described the invention, what is claimed 
and desired to be secured by Letters Patent is: 

1. In a machine of the character described, an elon 
gated, generally straight-sided fixed base, two vertically 
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2. In a machine according to claim 1: the means car 
ried by the base and connected to the arms including 
a F9ss-head movable along the base and a link connecting 
said cross-head and each respective arm, each link having 
a pivotal connection with its respective arm and said 
connections being at the forward sides of the arms and 
forwardly of the arm pivots, when the arms are in the 
mentioned aligned position, whereby the mentioned off 
Set pivot mountings of the units are disposed on a line be 
tween the cross-head and the line on which the pivotal 
connections, of the links and arms are disposed when the 
arms are aligned, 
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